Backhaul

Tactical issues in installing
a backhaul network
When it comes to choosing the right backhaul network, a mobile network
operator seeking a swift and cost-effective resolution that will not disrupt
operations or revenues faces some difficult choices, warns Mark Dismorr

P

ressed by the widespread adoption
of smartphones, dongles and tablets
amongst their customers, mobile network operators (MNOs) have to rethink their
backhaul network strategies urgently.
The number of mobile connections globally has passed the five billion mark and
should reach six billion in the first half of
2012, according to a recent report by Wireless
Intelligence. This also found that one billion
new connections were made in the past 18
months alone.
In tandem with this, the worldwide
volume of mobile data is increasing dramatically. This is due mainly to the new data-hungry
device types – smartphones, tablets etc. – and
to flat-rate data contracts and laptop users connecting to the mobile network.
Earlier this year, Cisco published a five-year
mobile data traffic forecast (chart, right). This
predicted that the volume of data traffic would
double each year until 2014, equivalent to a
compound annual growth rate of 108 per cent.
Cisco also predicted that monthly mobile traffic would reach 3·6 exabytes in 2014, of which
66 per cent would be video content. Mobile
operators are in the unenviable position, therefore, of needing to increase the capacity of their
networks significantly while their future revenue streams remain unclear.
It’s worth noting that MNOs have invested
heavily in their existing infrastructure. This,
coupled with active competition in the mobile
space, means that MNOs want a rapid return
on any additional investment into network or
equipment, and to tightly control costs. Operators are therefore highly aware of their capex or
opex budgets and they evaluate every investment decision to achieve the best result in line
with these.

Cisco forecasts 3·6 exabytes per month of mobile data traffic by 2014 (source: Cisco VNI
Mobile 2010). One exabyte is one million gigabytes. In making a decision to install a
backhaul network, key factors to consider are: how much extra capacity is needed to
accommodate the present and predicted traffic increases; when ROI will be achievable;
and whether the traffic estimate is sufficiently reliable to justify the investment
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Comparative costs of various backhaul technologies (source: Informa Telecoms & Media)
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Backhaul

PMP networks are arranged in sectors where multiple radios communicate with an access
point. Multiple access points are arranged as a hub to provide wide-area coverage

Selecting backhaul

1. Deployment, lifetime cost

Once the decision on backhaul capacity has
been taken, a technology needs to be chosen.
Selection criteria include performance, reliability, deployment cost (striking a balance between
initial investment and operational and running
costs) and speed to get it up and running.
The technologies usually considered are: E1
or hybrid backhaul using E1 for voice and ethernet-over-DSL for non-real-time data; fibre,
whether leased or owned/deployed; point-topoint (PTP) microwave and point-to-multipoint (PMP) microwave.

If money – and land wayleaves – were no object, MNOs might simply build out more fibre.
But installing fibre has a very high cost of connection, although the operational costs are low.
Leased fibre backhaul has a much lower cost
of connection but rental is high and continuous. In both cases, any changes to the transport
technology will be costly and not immediate,
and the cost of capacity upgrade for fibre circuits may also be significant.
In the past, E1 was a viable and cost-effective
option, but its usefulness is diminishing since

Comparative notional costs for the principal backhaul technologies – from a Backhaul
White Paper researched and written for Cambridge Broadband Networks by Informa
Telecoms & Media analysts (2010)

Type/parameter

Data rate

Setup cost

Monthly
cost

Leasing E1 backhaul

2 Mbit/s

US$ 500

US$ 200

Hybrid E1-ethernet over DSL
backhaul: E1

2 Mbit/s

US$ 500

US$ 200

Hybrid E1-ethernet over DSL
backhaul: DSL

16 Mbit/s

US$ 200

US$ 100

Leasing fibre backhaul

155 Mbit/s

US$ 6000

US$ 5000

Fibre (deployment), assuming
5 miles average link distance

155 Mbit/s

US$
150,000

n/a

15 years

P2P microwave including
antenna, installation
and licence

100 Mbit/s

US$ 22,000

n/a

< 7–8 years

PMP microwave, assuming
worst case of one link per
sector, including antenna,
installation and licence

150 Mbit/s

US$ 9,000

n/a

<7–8 years, as
for P2P
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Depreciation
period

it does not have the bandwidth required for
MNOs’ current requirements. But Hybrid E1
with DSL in the local loop is an alternative that
suits some circumstances where a low volume
of data is involved.
Backhaul network-sharing agreements,
where other carriers have spare capacity, may
prove a very cost-effective answer, with no capex and low opex. A recent White Paper, sponsored by Cambridge Broadband Networks and
researched and written by Informa Telecoms
& Media analysts in 2010, stated that “active
sharing, using the same boxes and transport facilities, is on the increase as operators look to
spread the costs of backhaul upgrade.”
Microwave is another alternative and is one
of the most commonly chosen technology in
western Europe and elsewhere. It has much
lower connection costs than owned fibre and
lower operational costs than leased fibre.
A traditional PTP network has two radios
for each link. Many operators are starting to deploy PMP microwave which requires only one
radio per additional link, which then links back
to a single hub. This reduces the total number
of radios required to build a network – which,
in turn, means that PMP microwave has low
capital costs because of the reduced numbers
of antennas required, and low operating costs
because of the reduced need for roof space
and rental costs for those antennas. This very
simple fundamental difference between PTP
and PMP is one of the key reasons that PMP is
cheaper to build and run than PTP.
The table (left) shows typical costs and characteristics for the main technologies.

2. Reliability, availability
Service outages (whether in the form of no signal or drop-offs) equal dissatisfied customers
and therefore reliability and availability will be
high on an MNO’s agenda when choosing a
backhaul network.
High reliability and Mean Time Between
Failures reduces maintenance needs. Lower
maintenance lowers operational costs and also
minimizes fuel used for visits to sites to maintain or repair the network elements or circuits.
Fibre generally has very high availability (99·999 per cent). There is a slight risk of
fibre cuts, which could cause long outages
(measured in days), significantly reducing longterm availability.
Microwave radio, planned correctly, also
has a very high availability (99·99 per cent to
99·999 per cent). Outages, if they occur, usually last from a few seconds to minutes (due to
atmospheric conditions, such as rain). Redundancy in the system can minimize this since the
conditions are often local.
Copper circuits, on the other hand, may
have unpredictable availability. The cable’s con27

Backhaul
Category

Fibre, owned

Fibre, leased

Copper

E1

P2P

PMP

Upgrade cost/time

costly and slow
upgrade and
technology change

variable: can be
time-consuming
and costly if fibre
not present

cost is usually
linear to capacity
increase;
deployment
generally fast

cost is usually
linear to capacity
increase;
deployment
generally fast

potentially costly
upgrade and slow
technology change

cheap and fast
upgrade or
technology change

usually fast
in urban and
suburban centres

links can be
planned in weeks,
deployed in a
matter of days

PMP links can
be planned in
days, deployed in
hours – typically a
quarter of the time
of P2P links
almost 100% for
speech and real
time; slightly lower
for high data rate
services
generally fast

Speed of
deployment

very slow if new
fibre needed, faster
if not

usually fast
faster than building
in urban and
but delays possible
suburban centres

MTBF or
reliability

almost 100%

almost 100%

almost 100%

almost 100%

almost 100% for
speech and real
time; slightly lower
for high data rate
services

Ease of repair

slow, costly

slow

generally fast

generally fast

generally fast

Backhaul links for network operators:
a summary of tactical factors

realized when traffic from the individual access
points is aggregated at the hub.

and distance limitations make them unsuitable
in most new provision cases.

dition may be poor and there is a potential for
crosstalk between signals in the same copper
pair bundle.
PTP radio configurations give high availability but little opportunity using adaptive modulation to trade bandwidth for data against availability, especially where chains of PTP radio
are involved. Likewise, PMP microwave radio
uses adaptive modulation and QOS prioritization to provide very high availability to speech/
real time services and large bandwidth, to high
data-rate data services (e.g. HSPA and LTE).
Some PMP systems also support dynamic allocation of bandwidth and sector aggregation
gain by nature of the multiple radios being aggregated at a single access point. Further gain is

3. Maintainability,
operability

Weighing up

Leased fibre circuits are deployed as specific
transport types (E1, ATM, SDH or ethernet),
unlike microwave links which can deliver a mix
of circuit types with minimal delay.
PMP is the most easily maintained and is also
remotely configurable, enabling some faults to
be remote-repaired. PMP uses fewer antennas
than PTP and E-Band microwave and so has
a lower operating cost in terms of maintenance
and rental space for the tower.
PMP is also more spectrally efficient, which
is very important with Europe’s shortage in
spectrum. Leased copper backhaul circuits
(XDSL) can be quick to provision, but capacity

Multi-point digital radio link

F

rom MiMOMax Wireless comes the new UHF MDL Point-to-MultiPoint Digital Linking solution, providing throughputs and access times
up to 100 times faster than traditional polled narrowband products.
Using a proprietary random multi-access protocol, the MDL Base Radio
Unit (BRU) can support up to 1024 Remote Radio Units (RRUs), achieving
access times as low as 25 ms for smaller systems of up to 70 units.
The MDL offers spectrally efficient full-duplex communication with
very low latency. It integrates with MiMOMax Power Line Protection and
SCADA products to provide an amalgamated, fault
tolerant and redundant solution which
supports SCADA RTUs and IP
communications in near real
time. Raw duplex data rates up
to 320 kbit/s can be achieved in
a 25 kHz channel and 160 kbit/s
in a 12·5 kHz channel.
Path distances of over 60 km at full
throughput have been implemented
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MNOs’ circumstances vary . Some may have
access to fibre-based backhaul at reasonable prices and with fast and flexible delivery.
However, many others are located in territories where there is limited installed infrastructure and their only path forward is to install
new networks.
As mobile data continues to grow exponentially, the MNO which doesn’t require greater
backhaul capacity will be the exception rather
than the rule.
For most operators, PMP is the most costeffective option available. It can help mobile
operators to reduce infrastructure costs while
meeting mobile broadband capacity demands.

with MiMOMax Cognizant Adaptive Modulation to optimize throughput
and maintain link integrity under fading conditions. Up and down link
paths can support different modulation schemes simultaneously.
The MiMOMax MDL can be rack, pole or wall mounted to suit indoor
and outdoor environments and is IP67-rated.
Operating in narrowband channels, the MiMOMax radio units rely
on MIMO and space-time coding technologies to provide high
throughput with low latency for interference-free operation
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